WELCOME TO THE
WONDERFUL WORLD OF BUTTERFLIES!
Belightful mindset is about enlivening any outside space, bringing happiness to everyday life and helping wildlife.
Belightful Butterfly Oasis is designed to attract and feed butterflies. Sleek Scandinavian design is connecting the form
into function. Belightful Butterfly Oasis offers a fun way of supporting butterflies and nature, as feeders are made
with the environment in mind. Please, read carefully these instructions and retain them for future use.

B E L I G H T F U L B U T T E R F LY OA S I S
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Twist to remove the cap of the Butterfly
Oasis.
2. Rinse the sponge thoroughly under running
water and place it to the bottom part of the
Oasis. Squeeze gently to extract excess
water. This acts as a reservoir for the
nectar. The hole in the sponge should be
facing up.
3. Mix nectar powder with 150 ml/5 fl oz of
water. You can speed up the absorption by
using warm water.
4. When nectar has been mixed, pour it
slowly into the hole in the centre of the
sponge (with the sponge being inside the
bottom part of the feeder). Make sure to fill
the bottom cup almost to the brim; up until
the line marked inside the bottom cup.
5. Close the Oasis by attaching the bottom
part into the cap part of the product. The
sponge remains inside the Oasis. Hold the
Oasis in the upright position, so that all
nectar remains inside and does not spill
over to the outer surface.
6. Hang the Butterfly Oasis in a sheltered but
sunny place, preferably at the eye-line or a
little higher to help spread the scent of the
nectar, and also to prevent any household
pets for scaring the potential butterflies
away. If you place the Oasis hanging in a
tree, please make sure that the hanging
cord you use does not harm the tree branch.
7. Wait and observe. Butterflies prefer fine
and not too breezy weather. On sunny days
you will see most activity at your Oasis. Be
patient - beautiful butterflies are worth
waiting for!

REFILL:
Refill with nectar as often as needed. During
a very hot and sunny summer period, you
might need to do this more frequently due
to evaporation. Mix additional nectar as
described in the above point 3. and pour
nectar into the hole in the sponge.
CLEANING & MAINTENANCE:
Hand wash the Oasis with warm water when
needed. You can do this, for example, with
every refill. The hand wash may be enhanced
with a few drops of vinegar. Rinse thoroughly.
The product is not dishwasher safe.
For best results, lightly dampen the internal
feeding sponge with hot water on each
new application of nectar to the reservoir. If
the sponge is dirty, rinse it thoroughly with
hot water or, if needed, replace it with a
new sponge. Do not use any chemicals for
cleaning, as they are not good for butterflies!
OFF-SEASON PRESERVATION:
When not using the the Butterfly Oasis, wash
each product part carefully with water and let
them dry. Especially sponge should be let dry
thoroughly, before placing inside the Oasis
for storing.

Other ready-nectars and self-made butterfly
food should only be used at one’s own
risk. We will not take any responsibility for
damaged products, when using other than
Belighftul Nectar.
Please note that butterflies might need some
time to adjust to your new feeding set-up
and it may take a while before butterflies find
your Oasis. Also note that not every butterfly
species visit human-made feeders. However,
there are many of the common species which
will do so, for example Admiral, European
Peacock, Camberwell beauty.
You can use butterfly friendly flowers and
plants in your outside spaces, in planters or in
beds to improve the effect and developing a
butterfly friendly environment .
TIP OF USE:
Sometimes also ants get interested in the
Oasis. Prevent ants accessing to Oasis with
an ready ant moat or by treating hanging
string with some cooking oil.
FOR MORE TIPS AND Q&A,
visit our website belightfuldesign.com

GENERAL INFO:
Once the food is mixed with water, keep
it refrigerated and use within 7 days. We
recommend using only Belightful Nectar,
which is designed for this product.

W E WOU L D L OV E TO HE AR YOUR STORY.
Please, share your Belighftul experiences with us online!
#mybelightful #belightfuldesign #butterflyoasis #ecoluxury #nature
#happymoments #naturemoments #memories #uniquegifts #coolgifts
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Designed by: Belightful Design
Made in Finland. Utility model. Belightful
brand is a registered trademark.
REGISTER YOUR PRODUCT
You can register your Oasis and join our
worldwide Belighftul family! As a registered
member you’ll get access to additional
services and content, and you’ll have a
chance to win great Belightful prizes.
Scan the code with your mobile phone or go
to http://member.belightfuldesign.com and
allow your web camera to start. You can also
type in the plain code. Follow the instructions.
WARNINGS:
NECTAR:
• Only for feeding butterflies.
• Suitable for wild butterflies and moths.
• Do not drink. Not for human or domestic
pet consumption.
• Keep away from any pets & children.
• The nectar includes a great deal of sugar.
If sugar is a harmful ingredient for you and
you drink the nectar - seek medical advice
immediately.
SPONGE:
• Do not use the sponge if it looks spoiled
and dirty. Wash carefully (see CLEANING
& MAINTENANCE) or replace it with a
new sponge.
OASIS (the feeder product):
• Ensure product is hung correctly and
make sure to prevent personal injury or
property damage.
• Do not hang the product anywhere near
windows or other glass or easily breaking
items.
• Ensure that the hanging cord is out of
reach of children and domestic pets.
• Use sufficiently strong hanging cord.
Secure the hanging well, to prevent it from
becoming loose.
• Consider protecting the hanging cord,
when hanging on a living tree or a plant.
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